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Finished Measurement 
5½” wide x 54” long 
 
Yarn 
200 yds each in contrasting colors in DK weight Alpaca or Alpaca blend yarn 
(400 yds total for scarf)  
or 100 yds each in contrasting colors in DK weight Alpaca or Alpaca blend yarn 
(200 yds total for cowl)  
 
Needles 
U.S. size 7 (4.5mm) needles  
 
Gauge 
24 sts = 10cm (6 sts = 1”) gauge not crucial for this project 

Pictures shown in Astral by The Alpaca Yarn Company 
Colors 8477 (Chamaeleon) and 8100 (Star Bright White) 

Fiber Fusion NW 
Knit A Long Scarf 2016 
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Instructions 
With color B, cast on 33 sts.  Join color A and beg pattern. 
Row 1 (RS):  With A, knit. 
Row 2 (WS):  With A, knit. 
Row 3:  With B, *k1, sl 1; rep from * to last st, k1. 
Row 4:  With B, *k1, yf, sl 1, yb; rep from * to last st, k1. 
Row 5:  With A, knit. 
Row 6:  With A, knit. 
Row 7:  With B, *sl 1, k1; rep from * to last st, s1 1. 
Row 8:  With B, *sl 1, yb, k1, yf; rep from * to last st, sl 1. 
Repeat rows 1—8 for 13½” or desired length, ending with a completed row 2. 
Reverse colors (color A now becomes color B and color B now becomes color A), work rows 1—8 for 13½” or desired length, 
ending with a completed row 2. 
Repeat stripes and reversing colors 4 times total; 13½”  each stripe, 4 stripes, ending with a completed row 2. 
Last row of scarf (RS):  Using opposite color of last row, knit 1 row.   
Next row (WS): Bind off all sts. 
Cut both yarns, leaving a 5” tail, weave in ends.    
 
Abbreviations 
 
A:  Main color.  A color will be the dominant color in the stitch pattern 
B:  Background color.  B color will be the dots of color in the stitch pattern 
RS Right side of project 
Sl 1:   Slip 1 sts purl wise (so as to not twist the st) 
WS: Wrong side of project 
YB:   Bring yarn to back (between the needles as if ready to knit) 
YF:   Bring yarn to front (between the needles as if ready to purl) 
 
 
 

Variations 
 
Scarf:   
Scarf can be knit using just 1 main dominant color and not alternating dominant colors or main dominant colors can be switched as 
often as desired for shorter busier stripes.  Stripes can also be altered so that one main dominant color is used for longer stripes and 
the contrasting color for shorter stripes.   Striping options are limitless! 
 
Cowl version:   
Work in pattern of choice for 20” - 26” or desired length.  Bind off all sts.  Seam ends together for a cowl or infinity cowl/scarf.   
 
Advanced Cowl version:  Cast on using a provisional cast on.  Work in pattern of choice for 20” - 26”.  Do not bind off.  Pull out 
provisional sts, placing live sts back on needle.  Graft ends together using the kitchener graft or  3 - needle bind off method. 
 
There are a plethora of You Tubes available if you are not familiar with some of the techniques.  Here are just a few: 
Adding new color:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zuBWpNeQNc 
Switching colors:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_N_JeMAD-zc 
Provisional Cast On:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R3J-sUx_whE 
Kitchener Graft:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8t9PocF5yK8 
3-Needle Bind off:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m7u24g3WNXc 

 

 

 


